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MIXED HODGE STRUCTURES ON THE HOMOTOPY OF LINKS 

ALAN H. DURFEE and RICHARD M. HAIN 

The general purpose of this paper is to use mixed Hodge theory to study the 

homotopy of a complex algebraic variety in the neighborhood of a singular point, or more 

generally, in the neighborhood of a subvariety. An important application will be to find 

topological restrictions on the links of isolated singular points. 

First let us describe the applications of this theory. Recall that the link of an isolated 

singularity in an n·dimensional variety is a real (2n·1)·manifold. 

Theorem 6.1. Let L be the link of an isolated singularity of an n-dimensional variety. If 

s,t < nand s+t ~ n, then the cup product 

HS {L;Q)0Ht {L;Q) -+ Hs+t(L;Q) 

vanishes. 

This result shows that there are restrictions on the topology of such links and is, we believe. 

the first result of this type in dimensions n > 2. For example, any manifold L of the form 

KXMxN where dim K < n, dim M < n, dim K + dim M :: n and dim K + dim M t dim M - 2n-1 

cannot occur as such a link. This generalizes a result from [Sullivan Topology] for n-2. The 

theorem is proved by showing that R'IL) has a mixed Hodge structure which is preserved by 

the cup product, and by finding non-trivial restrictions on the weight filtration of H'{L}' 

The next result is an exampie of a manifold M whose cohomology satisfies the restriction 

of Theorem 6.1 and hence could have a weight filtration. but whose rational homotopy type could 

not have a weight filtration compatible with that on its homology. 

Theorem 6.3. There is a smooth simply-connected closed ll·manifold M with the rational 

cohomology ring of 



that does not have the homotopy type. or even the rational homotopy type. of the link of an 

isolated singularity of a six-dimensional variety. 

Finally, a result on three-dimensional link complements: 

Theorem 6.2. If K is the link in the three-sphere of an isolated singular point of a plane 

algebraic curve and L - S3 - K. then L is a formal space (in the sense of Sullivan). 

This result raises the question of whether the complement of any compound torus link in 

the three-sphere is a formal space. 

Next let us make the notion of link more precise: Let X be a complex projective 

variety, and let Z be a closed subvariety with the sinrular locus of X contained in Z. Let 

T be a "sufficiently nice- neighborhood of Z in X. (For the precis. definition, see Section 

1.) The link of Z in X is by definition 

L - L(X, Z) - T - Z. 

This is the ordinary notion of link as in PL topology, for example. If X has complex 

dimension n. then L is homotopy equivalent to a real compact (2n-I)-manifold with boundary. 

More generally. the applications and proof of the main result require that we consider not 

just links but the complement of one link in another: Let X, Z, and T be as above, let Z' 

be another closed subvariety, let Y - ZVZ' and suppose that the singular locus of X is 

contained in Y. The link of Z in X (with Y removed) is by definition 

L - L(X, y, Z) - T • Y. 

Thus L(X, y, Z) is the complement of Z· t'lL(X, Z) in L(X.Z). 

The main technical result. Theorem 5.1.1, may bl;; loosely stated as follows: If L

L(X, Y. Z) is 8S above, then: 

(i). For all k. Hk(L) has a real mixed Hodge structure. 
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(ii). The cup product of H"(L) is a morphism of mixed Hodge structures. 

(iii). The real homotopy type of L has a mixed Hodge structure. 

Part (i) of this theorem was already proved by a number of authors; it was proved in 

[Durfee. Duke). for instance. by using a Mayer-Vietoris construction. Unfortunately the algebra 

structure is lost in this construction. so the other two parts of the theorem cannot be proved 

this way. Although Deligne's original construction of a complex for computing the mixed Hodge 

structure on the cohomology of an algebraic variety yields a differential graded algebra. the 

ahrebra is not commutative. so that one cannot conclude that the homotopy of a variety has a 

mixed Hodge structure. In [Morgan1. it was shown in the case of smooth varieties that the 

mixed Hodge structu"re passes to rational homotopy. In [Hain DHT] this result was extended to 

all varieties. In this paper, we use simplicial techniques to get a mixed Hodge structure on the 

real homotopy type of the link L. In doing so, we reprove the first result above. For 

technical simplicity, we work only with real mixed Hodge structures in this paper. even though 

there is no obstruction to working over the rational numbers. 

In Section 1. the notion of link is defined more carefully, and its basic properties are 

described. Sections 2 and 3 contain the machinery for the rest of the paper. This machinery 

is necessary for dealing efficiently with the formalisms of mixed Hodge complexes, particularly 

the quasi·isomorphisms. Section 2 describes simplicial objects in various categories. principally 

the categories of smooth manifolds and algebraic varieties. The two basic examples are the 

simplicial objects associated to a finite open cover of a smooth manifold. and the simplicial 

object associated to a divisor with normal crossings expressed as a union of its irreducible 

components. Next, cosimplicial objects are described; the basic example is a cosimpHcial 

differential graded algebra. The de Rham fUnctor is defined; this takes a cosimplicial chain 

complex to a cosimplicial chain complex by taking collections of "compatible forms" in the sense 

of Thom or Sullivan. For example, the de Rham fun,..,·;:; .. of the complex of smooth forms on a 

Simplicial manifold X. is an algebra whose cohomology is is isomorphic to the cohomology of 

the geometric realization I X. I, which is naturally isomorphic to the cohomology of X. 
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Section 3 describes mixed Hodee cOlDplexes. Accordinc to [Delicne IHES1. a mixed 

Hodee complex co~ists of three objects in various derived catqories. We do not adopt this 

approach here. since we need concrete objects and morphisms in order to apply the de Rham 

functor. Instead we use alobal mixed Hodee complexes. that is, a chain complex over the real 

numbers with a weight filtration lind a chain complex over the complex numbers with Hodge and 

weicht filtrations. With this definition. mixed Hodee complexes form a category in an obvious 

way. A multiplicative mixed Hodge complex i. defined to be a mixed Hodge complex which is a 

differential graded algebra as well, and a de Rham mixed Hodee complex for a topoloJi,cal space 

X is defined to be one whose real part is quasi-isomorphic with the de Rham complex of the 

singular simplices of X. Thes. also form categories. Hence we may consider cosimplicial 

versions of the three types of mixed Hodge complexes mentioned above. The first main result . 

which comes from [Hain DHT). suitably rephrased, is that the de Rham complex of a cosimplicial 

multiplicative mixed Hodge complex i. a multiplicative mixed Hodee complex. The second main 

result, from (Hain DHT) or [Mol'lan}. is that if a space haa a de Rham. mixed Hodle complex. 

then the real homotopy type of the space bas a mixed Hodae structure. 

A de Rham mixed Hodge complex for a link L as above is then constructed in 

Section 4 in the case where X is smooth and projective. Y - D is a divisor with normal 

crossings in X and Z - E consists of components of D. When B has one component, the 

obvious way to construct a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for L is to take the log complex 

E'(X log O+E) and localize it along E. Thia is done in section 4.2. Proposition 4.2.3 being the 

main result. The case of arbitrary B is done in section 4.3, . the main technical result being 

Proposition 4.3.1. Here is an informal de.cription of the construction: Let B - BIV ... VBs be 

the irreducible components of E. Choose neighborhoods 

By 4.2, each T·-
1 

and all the intersections of the T.
I 

of and let T·- .. T· • D. 
1 1 

have de Rham mixed Hodge co~plexes. 

The link L is homotopy equivalent to T- - VTt, and lhe space T- can be replaced by the 

simplicial object T-. associated to this cover. Bach of the components of this simplicial 

manifold then has a de Rham mixed Hodae complex. so that the whole forms a cosimplicial de 



Rham mixed Hodge complex. Applying the de Rham functor from Section 2 then gives a de Rham 

mixed Hodee complex for the geometric realization I T* . I . which in this case is homotopy 

equivalent to T*. 

In Section 5· the main results on the existence of a mixed Hodge structure on the 

real homotopy type of the link L are proved by using resolution of singularities to reduce to 

the case of Section 4. This section also contains the following results: Let W - ZliZ·. 

Then the obviously defined map L ~ X - Y. and the correspondence defined by L'" Z - W 

(the composite of the map L ~ T· Z· with an inverse to the homotopy equivalence T - Z' ... 

Z - W) induce mixed Hodge structure morphisms on cohomology and real homotopy. As a 

corollary. it is shown that real mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of L obtained here 

agrees with that of [Durfee Duke}. Finally, we prove that Alexander and Lefschetz duality 

preserve mixed Hodge structures. 

The first author spent a very pleasant year working on this material at the Max 

Planck Institute for Mathematics, Bonn. BRD, and he thanks them for their support. He also 

paid shorter visits to the University of Utrecht. the Netherlands. and the Institute des Hautes 

Etudes Scientifique, France, and he thanks them for their support as well. The second author 

would like to thank Jim Carlson for helpful discussions on asymptotic Hodge theory that led to 

some of the ideas in this paper. 
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O. NOTATION. 

0.1 If A and B are subsets of a set X. we let 

A . B - (x : x is an element of A but not of B). 

0.2 Two chain complexes A and B are qUasi-isomorphic if there is a sequence of chain 

complexes and maps 

A ... C1 .. C2 ......... Cn .. B 

such that the composite is a cohomology isomorphism. We write 

A ..... B. 
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0.3. Suppose we are given morphism! and quasi·isomorphisms as in the following diagram: 

At I • St 

This square is an abbreviated form of 

A' -+ C' C' B 1 ...... -+ n too 

(Without loss of generality. the chains are of the same length.) A congruence of such a square 

is a collection of maps 

givinc commmutative diagrams. for i - 1 .... n. 

0.4. A differential graded algebra is defined. for example. in [Halperin}. In this paper, all 

differential graded algebras will be assumed to be (graded) commutative. A filtered differential 

graded algebra is a differential graded algebra with a filtration which is preserved by the 

differential and the product. The notion of quasi-isomorphism and congruence is extended to 

filtered chain compiexes [Deligne 1.3.6), differential graded algebras and filtered differential 

graded algebras in the obvious way. 

0.5. Here is some of the notation used in this paper: 

L(X. Z) is the link of Z in X (Section 1) 

L(X. Y. Z) is the link of Z in X with Y removed (Section 1) 

D(C) is the de Rham complex of the cosimplicial differential graded algebra C (2.3) 

PRIX) (respectively FclX») denotes real (respectively complex) valued functions on a 

smooth manifold X. The symbol F(X) means FR(X). 

ERIX) (respectively EclX» is the algebra of r~al (respectively complex) valued forms on 

a smooth manifold X. The symbol E(X) is shorthand for ER(X). 

A(X) is the Thom-deRham complex of a topological space X (2.5) 
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ER(X lor 0) (respectively ECeX 10' 0) is the smooth real (respectively complex) log 

complex for X - D (4.1) 

K(X} is the mixed Hodre complex for the smooth projective variety X (3.2.U 

K(X, D) is the mixed Hodee complex for X-D. where D is a divisor with normal 

crossines in X (4.1.2' 

K(X, D. DI ) is the mixed Hodee complex for the link L(X. D. 01) (4.2.2) 

1. LINKS. 

Let X be a complex projective variety, and let Z and Z· be closed (and hence 

compact) subvarieties. Let 
.. 

y - Z V Z' and W - Z n Z'. 

(The emphasis will. be on the triple X::> y ::> Z.) Assume that the sinrular locus of X is 

contained in Y. Let T be a neiehborhood of Z in X with the property that there is a 

sequence of neighborhoods 

T - TO ::> T 1 ::> ... ::> Z 

with "Ti - Z. and such that Z - W is a strong deformation retraction of Ti - Z', for all i. 

The link of Z in X with I rgmov.d is by definition 

L - LeX,Y,Z) - T • Y. 

When Z' is the empty set (so that Y - Z), we let 

L(X.Z) - L(X,Z.Z). 

We sometimes write 

T(X,Y,Z) 

for a neighborhood T as above. Here is a schematic picture: 
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x 

L 

Neighborhods T as above can be constructed by triangulation, or by using level sets of 

real polynomials as in [Durfee. Neighborhoodsj. 

The homotopy type of L is independent of the choice of T. Thus L(X,Y,Z) as an 

isomorphim class of objects in the homotopy category depends only on X. Y and Z. (This 

follows from the usual nesting argument.) 

If X has (complex) dimension n. then LIX, Y. Z) has the homotopy type of a real 

(2n·l)·manifold. This manifold is compact if Y - Z. In fact. L can always be chosen to be a 

manifold. 

Let X. Y, Z and Xl' Y l' Zl be as above. An algebraic map 

f: Xl -+ X 

with the properties Y 1 - f"l(y) and Z1 - f"1(Z) induces a map (well-defined in the homotopy 

category) 

L(X1,Y I,Zl' -+ L(X,Y,Z)' 

If the map f gives an algebraic isomorphism of XrY 1 to X-V. then r 1{L(X,Y.Z»'" 

L(XI,Y I,ZI) is a homotopy equivalence. 

If the map f is an inclusion. we say that L(Xl.Y I,Zl) is a sublink of L(X,Y,Z). If 

L(XI,Zl) is a sublink of L(X,Y), note that Zl - Xl () Z, and hence that 

L(X.Z) • L(X1,Zl} - L(X,XIVZ.Z) 

(equality of topological spaces. with proper choice of neighborhood T). Thus our notion of 

"link" includes the complement of one link in another. Conversely. given X. Y. Z. Z' and W as 

in the beginning of this section, then 

L(X,Y,Z) - L(X,Z) • L(Z' ,W). 

Thus L(X.Y,Z) is the complement of one (absolute) lir.!~ in another. 
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2.SIMfLICIAL M!J2 CO~[MPYCIAL QBJBCTS 

2.1. Simplicial oWects. 

Some of the basic, objects in this paper are simplicial obJects in various catecories. The 

catecories we will use most often are the catecories of topoloaical spac.. smooth manifolds and 

complex alcebraic varieties. Let ~ be the catesory whoae objects are the finite ordinals 

InJ - (0.1 •...• n) and whose mapa are order·preservinc functions. As usual, a simplicial object X. 

in a category C is defined to be a contraveriant functor from the catearory .!. to C. 

Simplicial objects in a catecory C. with morphism. defined to be natural tran.formations. 

themselves form a category. 

2.1.1 Example Let X be a topolocical space. and let X - VicIXi be a cover of X by a 

finite collection of subspaces. Let X. be the simplicial space defined as follows: For an 

. I (..) [n+ 1 1 n-Slmp ex a - 10 ••••• '0 € • et 

and let 

The face maps 

are induced by the natural inclusions 

Xi n ... nxl .... Xi n •.. I'\Xi, l'\Xi. n ... nxL o n 0 .·1 1+1 'n 
and the degeneracy maps 

are induced by the natural isomorphism 

XiOn ... nxin .... xiOn· .. l'\Xijnxit .. ·I'\X~· 

For example. X could be a variety with normal c.vlSincs. covered by the union of its 

irreducible components. 
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2.2. Cosimplicial objects. 

Similarly, a co simplicial object in a category A (in our case, a category of chain 

complexes, differential graded algebras, mixed Hodge complexes, and so forth) is a covariant 

functor A.... A. One way of obtaining a cosimplicial object is to take a simplicial object X. 

in a catelory C. ie, a contravariant functor a .... c. together with another contravariant functor 

T: C .... A , and compose them; this gives a cosimplicial object T(X.) in A. For example, let 

X. be a simplicial manifold and let E be the functor from manifolds to differential graded 

aI,e bras which associates to a manifold its algebra of smooth real-valued forms. Then E(X.) is 

a cosimplicial differential graded algebra. 

Two cosimplicial chain complexes A and Bare quasi-isomorphic if there is a 

sequence of objects and morphisms 

A .... C1 to- C2 .......... Cn to- B 

such that in each simplicial degree n the induced map H·(An).... H'(Bn) is an isomorphism. 

(This is a strong definition. A weaker definition would require only that the cohomology of the 

single complexes associated to the double complexes be isomorphic.) A filtered quasi-isomorphism 

is defined similarly. 

2.3. The de Rham complex of ~ cosimplicial chain complex, 

Let C be a cosimplicial real or complex chain complex. The value of C on the 

object [qJ of A is then a chain complex, and will be denoted C{q}. The p·th part of this 

chain complex will be denoted CP(qJ. The de Rham complex D(C) is by definition the chain 

complex defined as follows: Om - $s+t_nost. where an element c of ost is a sequence 

(cn)n-O.I.... with cn an element of CSinJ@£t(An) which satisfies the compatibility condition 

If .Sid)cn - (idS I f I *)cm 

as elements of CS[mJSEt(An), for all f: [nl .... 1m} in ~,(Here An is the standard n-simplex, 

is the algebra of real or complex smooth forms on and 

and f.: CS{nJ .... CS[ml denote the induced maps.) The differentials in C'In} and E'(t~P, 
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make D" into a double complex. and the differential in D is the associated sinele 

differential. If C is a differential graded al8ebra. the products in C'(n] and B'(An) 

define a product in D" and hence in D. Thus Dba functor from the catecory of real or 

complex cosimplicial differentia! If'aded alaebras to the catoaory of differential If'aded alcebras. 

In particular. it takes quasi·isomorphisms to qua.i·isomorphi..... The same is true in the filtered 

categories [Hain DHT). We will apply this coutruction mo.t often when the cosimplicial 

differential eraded alee bra C is B(X.), the aleebra of forms on a simplicial manifold X. 

Another way of obtainina a chain complex from the coaimplicial chain complex C is by 

takine the associated simple complex sC. defined by 

(sC}n - $p+q_nCP(q) 

with differential defined as usual (Delipe 5.l.9.11. Inteeration then definn a quasi-isomorphism 

D(C) .. sC. 

(For the proof. see [Hain DHT 5.10).) 

For example, let K be a simplicial set and let F be the contravarient functor from sets 

to k·vector spaces (k-R or C) which associates to a set X the vector space Hom(k, X). 

Then FK is a cosimpiicial chain complex, sFK is the usual complex of simplicial cochains on 

K, and D(FK) is Thom's algebra of "compatible forms" on K [Halperin 13.51, [Sullivan [RES). 

2.4. Geometric re,1i@\ion. The eeomettic realization I X. I of a simplicial object X. in the 

category of topolo,ical spaces is defined as usual (Deliane 5.2.1.1]. Thi. defines a functor from 

the cateaory of simplicial topolol'ical spacn to the catecory of topolol'ical spaces. Now suppose 

that X is a topolol'ical space, and let X - V~ be a finite cover of X. Let X. be the 

simplicial space associated to this cover a. in (2.1.1). There is a natural map I X.I .... X 

defined by collapaine all the simplexes. The foUowine result is weU known (8el'81): 

2.4.1. ProPQ.ition. If X. ia the simplicial apace defined above. then the map I X.I .... X 
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is a homotopy equivalence. 

2.5. Real homotopY ~. 

Next. we need to make precise what is meant by the real homotopy type of a topological 

space X. (Similar remarks apply to the rational homotopy type; we only use the real homotopy 

type in this paper.) If X is a smooth manifold, its real homotopy type is given by its de 

Rham complex of real smooth forms. However. we need a concept which will work for more 

general spaces. such as singular varieties or geometric realizations of simplicial varieties. 

Let X be a topological space. The singular simplices A(X) on X forms a simplicial 

set. The usual singular cochain complex S(X) of X is defined by 

S{X) - sF A(X) 

where sand F are defined in (2.3). The Thom-deRham complex A(X) of X is defined by 

A(X) - DFA(X). 

This has the following properties [Halperin Section 151: 

1. A continuous map f: X .. Y of topological spaces induces a differential graded algebra map 

f*: A(Y)'" A(X}. 

2. There is a quasi-isomorphism A(X) .... S(X), and in particular. an isomorphism 

H'(A(X» .. H'(X;R) which preserves algebra structure. 

3. If X is a smooth manifold. there is a natural (differential graded algebra) quasi-isomorphism 

of A(X) with ER(X). the algebra of real forms on X. 

2.5.1. Proposition. If X. is a split simplicial space, then there is a natural quasi·isomorphism 

D(A(X.)} ... A( I X. I). 

This is proved in [Hain DHTI. 
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3.MtxBD HQOGB CQMfLBXBS. 

3.1. Mixed Hodl! complexu 

Recall that a miust ll29D compl" K conaista of 

(i) A filtered real chain complex (KR• W.), where W. i. an increasinc fUtration 

(ii) A bifiltered complex chain complex (Ke, W., p.), where W. is inere8linl and p' is 

decreasins. and 11 filtered qu .. i~isomorphiam of .(Ke, W.) to (KR, W.)8C such that 

(a) the differential in the zero term of the spectral sequence of the fUtration W •• i.e. 

,L· R_pq.. B p,q+l 
.,.. W-u W 0 

is strictly compatible with the filtration induced by P. and 

(b) P' induces a Hod,e structure of pure weia'bt q on wBlq. 

Althoush a mixed Hodse complex can be defined over any rinl between th, intelera and the real 

numbers (Deligne 111.0.41. oura will always be over the real numbers R. Note that our mixed 

Hodge complexes are not objects in a derived catelory, as in (OeUpe IIII. but are actual chain 

complexes. This makes it possible to define a morphism of mixed Hodse complexes in an obvious 

way: Let 

K - ((Ka. W). (KC' W, P)) and K' - UK'R' W'). (K'C' W', P')) 

be mixed Hodse complexes. A aorphitm (I: K.. K' consists of chain mapa QR: KR '" 

K'R and QC: KC'" K'C' tOlether with 11 concruence (0.3) of the square 

-KC 

1 
K' IC-K' R . C 

Thus mixed Hodge complexes form a category. 
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3.2 De Rham mixed Hodge complexes 

A mixed Hodge complex K as above is multiplicative if KR and KC are 

(commutative, as always) differential graded algebras which are filtered (Le., the products 

preserve the filtrations),' ~nd if the filtered quasi.isomorphism is a map of differential graded 

algebras. These also form a category in the obvious way. 

Let X be a topological space, for example, a variety or the geometric realization of a 

simplicial variety. A de Rham mixed Hodge complex for K is a multiplicative mixed Hodge 

complex K together with a quasi-isomorphism of KR to A(X), the Thom-deRham algebra of 

singular forms on X (Section 2.5). 

Let Ki be a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for Xi' for i-I,2. A morphism of de Rham 

mixed Hodge complexes consists of a morphism fl: Kl -t K2 of multiplicative mixed Hodge 

complexes, a continuous map f: X2 -t Xl' and a congruence of the square 

-
-

Thus de Rham mixed Hodge complexes form a category whose objects are pairs (X,K) and whose 

morphisms are pairs (f,a). 

3.2.1. Example. The standard mixed Hodge complex K(X} for a smooth projective variety X 

which is defined by KR - ER(X) with 0 - W.1 C Wo - ERIX), and KC - EclX) with W 

as before and F as usual, is a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for X. In fact, the 

correspondence x .... (X, K(X)) defines a functor from the category of smooth projective 

varieties to the category of de Rham mixed Hodge complexes. 

If K is a mixed Hodge complex, then the cohomology groups Hn(KR) have a mixed 

Hodge structure, for all n [Deligne 8.1.9). Clearly if K is also multiplicative, then the 

induced product in the cohomology ring H'(KR, preserves both filtrations. ie. the cup product 

H'(KR)~H'(KR) ... H'(KR) is a morphism of mixed Hodge structures. This proves the following 

result: 
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3.2.2. Proposition. Let X be a topolocical space. If K is a de Rham mixed Hodee compie, 

for X. then HntX) has a mixed Hod,e structure. for all n. and cup products in H'(X: 

preserve this mixed Hod,e .structure. 

More important. and much more difficult, are results of Morean and Hain which show that 

the mixed Hodee structure actually paues to real homotopy: 

3.2.3. Theorem. Let X be a topolocical space and let K be a de Rbam mixed Hodee complex 

for X. 

(a) [Morgan 8.6,9.11. If 

p: M -+ E(X) 

is a minimal model (or a I-minimal model) for the al&ebra of real-valued forms on X. then M 

has a family of mixed Hodee structures such that the product. differential and the cohomology 

isomorphism (respectively isomorphism on Hl, injection on H2) 

are morphisms of mixed Hodge structures. 

(b) [Hain DHTI. The real Lie algebra model Lx. of X has a (not necessarily unique) mixed 

Hodge structure such that the bracket. differential and the isomorphiSm (to reduced homology) 

Lx/lLx. Lxi :;: H.(X) 

are morphisms of mixed Hod.e structures. 

(c). In particular. the Malcev Lie al.ebra of the fundamental sroup of X has a mixed Hod,e 

structure. and. when X is simply connected. the hi,her homotopy sroups of X have a unique 

functorial mixed Hod,e structure. In addition, Mas.ey products preserve mixed Hodee structure. 

Actually. Morlan works with a "mixed Hod,e diasram", which i. a more restricted notion 

than a de Rham mixed Hod.e complex, but it is not hard to leneralize hi, proof to the aix,. e 
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situation. In addition, both Morgan and Hain find mixed Hodge structures over the rational 

numbers rather than the real numbers; we use the real numbers here for simplicity. The 

statement about Massey products is proved in {Durfee Notes}. Functoriality for the homotopy 

groups of non-simply connected spaces is more subtle, and will not be discussed in this paper. 

The following result is well known ([Deligne Weil 5.3.71 (Durfee Notes}. [Hain DRT]): 

3.2.4. Corollary. Let X be a topological space. and let K be a de Rham mixed Hodge 

complex for X. If Hm(X} has a pure Hodge structure of weight m for all m (or km. for 

some fixed natural number k). then X is a formal space. 

3.2.5. Proposition. Let K be a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for X and let L be a de 

Rham mixed Hodge complex for Y. Then K0L is a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for XxY. 

The proof is straightforward. 

3.2.6. Corollary. Under the above hypotheses. the cross product 

H'(X)0H'(Y) ~ H'(XXY) 

is a morphism of mixed Hodge structures. 

Proof. The cross product can be defined by aXb ... (pl*a)V(p2*b) • where the Pi are the 

projections. • 

3.3. Cosimplicial mixed HodKe complexes. 

A cosimiplical (multiplicative) mixed Hodge complex K is simply a co simplicial object in 

the category of (multiplicative) mixed Hodge complexe~ It thus consists of a cosimplicial real 

filtered chain complex KR, a cosimplicial complex bifiltered chain complex KC' and a filtered 

quasi-isomorphism (2.2.1) KR0C .. 4 Kc' 
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Delillle in (Deliene (RES 8.l.l5) defines a functor from cosimplicial mixed Hodee complexes 

to mixed Hodae complexes by takina the auociated sinale complex: Let K be a cOlimpUcial 

mixed Hodee complex. Its complex part KC has a bieradina KeP(ft), where p is the 

differential degree and n. is the simplicial decree. To this costmplicial object KC a biaraded 

cochain complex is associated in the standard Way, and sKe is defined· to be its associated 

sinele complex. (See 2.3.' The weieht filtration on sKe is defined to be the "diaeonal 

filtration • 

Wn(sKe» - .p,q Wn+q'KcP(qJ) 

and the Hodee filtration is defined to be 

F"(sKe) - .p,q F'"(KCP[q}). 

The same is done for KR. The object sK associated to K is then a mixed Hodee complex. 

We will now describe how the de Rham functor of (2.3) takes a cosimplicial multiplicative 

mixed Hodge complex to a multiplicative mixed Hoda. complex, thus providine an alternative to 

the preceeding construction when the complexes in question are multiplicative. Let K be a 

cosimplicial multiplicative mixed Hodee complex. Its real part KR is then a cosimplicial 

differential graded al(rebra, so its de Rham complex OCKR) is a real differential graded algebra. 

Similarly, D(KC) is a complex differential graded aleebra. Furthermore. the de Rham functor 

takes the filtered quasi·isomorphism KR8C...... Kc into a filtered quasi-isomorphism DCKR)8C :;: 

D(KR@C) ...... D(KC>. Recall from (2.3) that the de Rham complex' 0 has a bigradinc Dlt. 

Define filtrations on D(KR) and DtKC' by 

WmD(KR, - $t>O. s Dst(Wm+tKR) 

and similarly for KC> and 

FPD(KC) - D(PPKc)' 

These filtrations are preserved by products. Hence DCKR) is a filtered differential craded 

algebra. DIKC) is a bifiltered differential craded aleebra, and the above quasi-isomorphism is a 

filtered one. 
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3.3.1. Lemma [Hain DHT 5.6]. If K is a cosimplicial multiplicative mixed Hodge complex, then 

D(K) is a multiplicative mixed Hodge complex. In fact, D is a functor between these 

catecories. 

3.3.2. Lemma [Hain DHT 5.10}. If K is a cosimplicial multiplicative mixed Hodge complex, then 

there is a natural quasi·isomorphism of mixed Hodge complexes D(K)'" sK. 

3.4. Co simplicial de Rham mixed Hodge complexes. 

A cosimplicial de Rham mixed Hodge complex is of course just a cosimplicial object in the 

catecory of de Rham mixed Hodge complexes. It consists thus of a cosimplicial multiplicative 

mixed HodKe complex K, a simplicial space X., and a quasi· isomorphism KR "''''' A(X.). The 

functor K of (3.2.1) from the category of smooth projective varieties to de Rham mixed Hodge 

complexes extends naturally to a functor from the category of simplicial smooth projective 

varieties to the category of cosimplicial de Rham mixed Hodge complexes. 

3.4.l.Lemma. 'If K is a cosimplicial de Rham mixed Hodge complex for a simpiicial manifold 

X. • then D(K) is a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for the geometric realization I X. I of 

X .. 

Proof. The differential graded algebra DtK) is a multiplicative mixed Hodge complex by (3.3.1). 

Furthermore, the de Rham functor takes the quasi·isomorphism KR ....... A(X.) to a 

quasi-isomorphism D(KR) ........ D(A(X.)), and the latter is quasi·isomorphic to A{I X.I) by 

12.5.1) .• 

3.4.2. Exame1e. Let E - Vif:IEi be a variety with normal crossings. where as usual the Ei 
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are smooth and projective. The simplicial space 8. associated to the union 8 - VEt as in 

(2.1.1) is a simplicial object in the catelory of smooth projective varieties. Thus K(E.) as in 

(3.2.1) is a cosimplicial de Rham mixed Hodle complex for the simplicial manifold B .• so that 

D(K(B." is a de Rham ·mixed Hodse complex for the leometric realization I B. I by Lemma 

3.4.1, and hence for B. by Proposition 2.4.1. (Similarly. sK(8.) is a mixed Hodle complex: for 

E.) 

3.4.3. Example. Let f: (X.K) .... (V.L) be a morphism of de aham mixed Hodae complexes. Then 

the mappinr cone of f is a cosimplicial d. Rham mixed Hodle complex. so applyinl the de 

Rham functor gives a .de Rbam mixed Hodge complex for it. In particular. if f is an inclusion. 

the relative cohomoloBY groups H·(V.X) have a mixed Hodle structure, which is preserved by 

cup products. (See [Deligne 8.3.8J, [Durfee Duke Section 2}.) Similarly. the relative cross 

product is a morphism of mixed Hodle structure •. 

4. THE LINK OF A DIVISOR W!I.H NORMAL CROSSINGS 

4.1. Open varieties 

Let X be a smooth projective variety. let D C X be a' divisor with normal crossings 

and let U - X-D. First we describe the standard real mixed Hodle complex for U. as done 

in (Delignel and modified in [Hain, DHTI. The real part of this complex, ·called BR(X log 0). 

consists of do bel sections of a sheaf L. The sheaf. a subaheaf of the sheaf of all smooth 

real-valued forms on U, is defined as follows: Let N be an open set in X with 

holomorphic coordinates (zl" ... ~) such that N n D is the subvariety z1"'ztc - O. Let L(N) 

be generated as ring by the algebra 8(N) of .mooth real-valued forms on N tOlether with the 
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There is an algebra isomorphism 

It is easy to see that this description is independent of the choice of coordinates. Define a 

weisht filtration on L(N). by letting W mL(N) be the E(N)-submodule generated by forms of 

the type 8 . .A ••• A8· for k ~ m. This is preserved by wedge product, and is independent of 
11 lk 

the choice of coordinates. Let ER(X log D) be global sections of the sheaf L; this is a 

filtered differential graded algebra. The next result follows by standard sheaf theory techniques. 

4.1.1 Proposition. The inclusion of differential graded algebras 

is a quasi-isomorphism. • 

~. 

Similarly, let KC and EC(X log D) be defined as global sections of the sheaves whose 

sections over N are defined by 

and 

Ec'N} @A(dz1/z1,···,dzklzk) 

respectively . Define weight filtrations by letting the weights of dz/zj • 

be 1. The filtrations-preserving differential graded algebra homomorphisms 

di·/ i· and log I 2:
J
. I 

J l 

are filtered quasi-isomorphisms by standard arguments. Define the Hodge filtration on 

Ec'X log D) as usual. 

4.1.2. Theorem. lDeligne II. Hain DHT 5.21 ((ER(X log D), W), tEcCX log D). W. F» is a (real) 

de Rham mixed Hodge complex for X-D. This complex is functorial in maps of the pair 

(X,D). 
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We denote this mixed Hodge complex by K(X.D). 

4.1.3. Example. Let us generalize Example 3.4.2. (Thi. generalization will be needed in (4.3.3). 

Let E be as in that example and tet S' be another variety with normal crossing. with n( 

components in common witJt E. Let E" - B n S', let B" - E n 8' for any n-simplel a a 

adn+ 1 . let B". be the simplicial space associated to the union E" - VidE" i' and lei 

(E - E"). be the simplicial space associated to the union B - E" - V(Bt - 8"i)' Ther 

(E - E"). is a simplicial variety with cosimplicial de aham mixed Hodae complex K'E .• E" .). s( 

D(K(B .• E".» is a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for I (B • 8"'.1 and hence for B - E", 

(Similarly. sK(B .• B".) is a mixed Hodge complex for B· BOO with a non-commutative product. 

4.2. The link 2f. ~ smooth complete intersection. 

Let X and D be as in (4.1). Suppose that 

D - Dl V ..• VDr 

is the decomposition of D into irreducible components. We may aS8ume that each component i~ 

smooth. Fix some subset a of {l •...• r}. and let 

Do - t'\i£ aDi' 

In this section we will find a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for the link L(X. D. D a) oj 

Do in X with D removed. a8 defined in Section 1. Throughout this section. X. D an< 

Do will be fixed. We let 

Recall that we may always choose L a to be a smooth manifold. We also let T . 
a 

T(X. D. Do) be a neighborhood of D a as in Section 1. Let F(V) (respectively F dV) 

denote real (respectively complex) valued smooth functions on a manifold V. Consider th-

differential graded alrebra Ba(X 101 D)8F(Da), where the ten.or product is over F(X); since 

F(D 0) - F(X)/(ideal of functions which vanish on Do} 

both F(Da ) and BR(X log D) are modules over F(X) • 
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4.2.1. Lemma. There is a natural (differential graded algebra) quasi·isomorphism 

Proof. The quasi· isomorphism is the composition 

ER (X log D)0F(D a' -+ ER (T a log Dl@F(D 0' ... ER (T 0 log D) ... ER (T 0 - D) ... ER (L o)' 

This completes the proof. • 

We now make this into a multiplicative mixed Hodge complex. Consider the three algebras 

ER(X log D}®F(Do ) 

-
KC@FC(D o' 

RC(X log D)®F c'D 0)' 

Define filtrations by localizing the fiitrations from (4.1) along DO'. that is. by setting 

and so forth. These filtrations are multiplicative. Standard sheaf theory arguments show that 

the filtration-preserving differential graded algebra homomorphisms 

are filtered quasi-isomorphims. 

4.2.2. Lemma. If X. D and 0 are as above. then 

((ER(X log D)®F(Do)' W}. (EctX log D)0FC(Dol. w. F» 

is a (real) multiplicative mixed Hodge complex. 

We denote the complex of this lemma by K(X. D. 00')' 

Proof of Lemma 4.2.2. We will check that K(X. D. Do) satisfies the conditions of (3.1). First 

some notation. Let 
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Here is a schematic picture: 

a' - U •...• r) • a 

E' - Vi .• D. ca 1 

E" - D n B' a 

~/E' r E
" 

Choose coordinates (z1 ..... zn' in a neiahborbood N sueh that 

o n N - Izt",zk - 0 ) 

D a " N - (zl - ... - zm - 0 J 

for some 15m 5 k 5 n. Thus 

E' - (Z.+l ... zk - 0' 
B" - (zl - ." - zm - O. zm+ 1 ... zn - 0 ). 

The weight filtration on Ec'X log D)8F C(O a) splits into two peie": In local coordinates on 

N, a form in this complex is a wed,e product of a form on 0 a with forms of the type 

letting WE 
q 

is chosen from 1 •... ,k. The external wei,ht filtration WE is defined by 

be all forms with at most terms of type 1 5 i ~ m. The 

internal weight filtration WI is defined similarly by lettinl' WI q be all forms with at most q 

terms of type dz/zi with m+ 1 5 i S. k. It is easy to check that 

Wq - I:r+s_q WIr8 WE •. 

The external residue operator is defined on WB q and vanishes on W1\.1' It removes these 

dzlz's and induces an isomorphism 

WE qBCm(X 101' D)8FC(Oa) / WE q.l :: Bcm·q(Da log B",. 

Let E" denote the weight spectral sequence of KeX. D. Da) and let 'B" denote the weight 

spectral sequence of K(Oa' B"). Now. app~ thi. and (Zucker A.2), we have 

BO·q,m - (WlWq•1) Bm-q(X 101 D, 8 FelDa) 

- (br+s-q (WI';WI •• 1) (WBr'WBr'l) ECm·q(X 101' D)8FC(DJ 
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- EEl r+s-q (W /W s-l) Ee m-q-r(D 0' log E") 

'" 'E -s,m-2r 
- <l>r+s-q 1 

The differential dO respects this decomposition. Since dO is strict on 'EO", it is strict on 

BO'" Also, 

8 -q,m - EEl '8 -s,m-2r(_r} 
1 r+s-q 1 

where (-r) denotes tensor product with the Hodge structure of Tate. which increases weights 

by 2r. Thus E1-Q,m has a pure Hodge structure of weight m .• 

Assembling (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), we get the next result, the goal of this section: 

4.2.3. Proposition. The complex is a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for 

L(X, D, D 0'), 

For fixed X and D. the correspondence 

DO' >+ ( (LX. D, D 0'), K{X. D, D q) ) 

is clearly a contravarient functor from the category of such DO' to the category of de Rham 

mixed Hodge complexes. 

The next two results are needed to show that there are morphisms from the mixed Hodge 

complexes of the complement and divisor, respectively. to the link. They are needed to prove 

(4.3.2) and (4.3.3). 

4.2.4. Proposition. There is a morphism of de Rham mixed Hodge complexes 

K(X, D) ... K(X, D. DO') 

corresponding to the inclusion 

Proof. The morphism of de Rham mixed Hodge complexes is defined by the obvious maps. and to 
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check that it is a morphism is straight-forward eliacram chasilll. • 

Let B' and B" be as in the proof of (4.2.2), Let K(D
17

• Btl) denote the standard de 

Rham mixed Hodse compleJl; for D • B" 
17 

from (4.1) and let 

the inclusion D 17 • B" .. T 17 • B' i. a homotopy equivalence. 

4.2.5. Proposition. There i. a morphism of de Rham mixed Hoclce complexes 

K(D 17' B") -to K(X. D, D J 
correspondins to the map 

Note that 

Proof. The morphism of multiplicative mixed Hodee complexes is simply the inclusion; in fact. the 

external weight zero part of K(X. D. DO') is iaomorphic to K(D 17' E"). To check that it is 

a morphism of de Rham mixed IIudee complexes is once alain a straight·forward diasram chase. • 

4.3. The link of !! divisor witb normal craning. 

Now we assemble the pieces above. Let X be a smooth projective variety, tet 0 be a 

divisor with normal erossines in X. and let B be a subdivisor. i.e.. a union of irreducible 

components of D. We will construct a multiplicative mixed Hodee 'complex for the link of B 

in X with 0 removed. as defined in Section 1. Suppose 

E - BIV ... VBs 

is the decomposition of B into its irreducible components. Let B. be the simplicial variety 

associated to E - VEi aa in (2.1.1). Thus we may a .. emble the mixed Hodee complexes of 

(4.2.2) into a cosimplicial mixed Hodee complex DK(X. D. E.). The main technical result of 

Section 4 is the foUowine proposition. 

4.3.1. Proposition. DK(X. D. B.) is a de Rham mixed Hoclae complex for L(X. D. B). 
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Proof. Just as in Examples (3.4.2) and (4.1.3). we may compose the functor defining the simplicial 

variety E. with the functor Eo'" ( (L(X. D. Eo) • K(X. D, Eo)} of (4.2). Proposition 4.2.3 

gives that K(X. D. E.) .. is a cosimplicial de Rham mixed Hodge complex for L(X. D. E.) . 

Lemma 3.4.1 gives that DK(X. D, E.} is a de Rham mixed Hodge complex for I L(X. D, E.) I. 

Finally. with p.roper choice of neighborhoods, we claim that 

L(X. D. E) - L(X. D. E1) V ... V L(X. D. Es' 

In fact, choose neighborhoods Ti - T(X, D. Ei , of Ei as in Section 1 such that VT i is a 

neighborhood of the form T(X. D. E). This can be eione using (Durfee Neighborhoods]. for 

example. Then Ti -. D is a link of the form L(X. D, Ei) and V(Ti - D) - VTi . D is a link 

of the form L(X. D. E). The theorem now follows from (2.4.1' .• 

This de Rham mixed Hodge complex is clearly functorial for maps as in Section 1. The next 

results are needed to show that the mixed Hodge complexes for the complement and divisor, 

respectively. map to the mixed Hodge complex for the link. 

4.3.2. Proposition. There is a morphism of de Rham mixed Hodge complexes 

K(X, D) -+ D(K{X. D. E.)) 

corresponding to the inclusion 

L ... X • D. 

Proof. By (4.2.4). for each a there is a morphism of de Rham mixed Hodge complexes 

K(X, D) -+ K(X. D. Eo' 

corresponding to the inclusion 

La ... X . D . 

Hence there is a morphism of cosimplicial de Rham mixp-! Hodge complexes 

K(X. D) -+ K(X, D, E.' 

corresponding to the inclusion 
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L .... X-D. 

(Here X - D is a "constant- simplicial object. with X" 0 in each decree and all face an( 

deseneracy map. the identity. Similarly. K(X.O) is a constant cosimplicial object.) Thull ther. 

is a morphism of de Rhaa .mixed Bode. complexes 

DKCX.D) ... OKCX. D. IU 

correspondinl to the map 

IL.I ... IX-O!, 

However. DK(X. D) i. quasi-isomorphic to K(X. D). I X " D I is just X - D • and the map 

I L. I ... X . D can be replaced by. the inclusion L .... X • D. • 

Let E' be the divisor with no irreducible components in cOlJUDon with B with the 

property that D - EVE'. Let B" - B n ·B' and let DK(B., B".) denote the de Rham 

mixed Hodle complex for E· Etl from 4.1.3. Note that the lnclusion E· E" ... T • E' i. a 

homotopy equivalence. Here i. a schematic picture: 

:~EI 
E" 

4.3.3. Proposition. There is a morphilm of de Rham mixed Hodee complexes 

DK(B., EOI
.) ... DK(X. D. B.) 

correspondinl to the map 

L ... T • B' .. B • E" . 

Proof. We will use the notation of (4.1.3). By (4.2.5), for each " there is a morphism of de 

Rham mixed Hodee complexes 

K(B". B",,) ... K(X. D. Ba> 

correspandinl to the map 

L ... T • B' .. B • E" 
"" "" . 

Hence there is a morphism of cOIbaplicial de Rham mixed Hoda. complexes 
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K(E., E" .)-t K(X, D. E.' 

correspondin, to the map 

L. -+ T .• E' ... E .. Etf. 

Thus there is a morphism' of de Rham mixed Hodge complexes 

DK(E.. E".) -+ DK(X. D, E.) 

correspondin, to the map 

I L. I -+ IT. • Et I ... I E. - Eft. I 

which can be replaced by 

L -+ T • Et ... E - En 

by (2.4.1) .• 

4.4. Comparison with the Mayer-Vietoris complex. 

The Mayer-Vietoris construction also gives a (non-multiplicative) mixed Hodge complex for 

a link. The next result is a slight generalization of (Durfee Duke 3.4]. 

4.4.1. Theorem. Let X, 0 and E be defined as in the beginning of (4.3} and let E' and 

E" be defined as in (4.3.3). Then 

K(X. D)EE1sK(E.. E".) I K(X. E') 

is a mixed Hodge complex for L(X, D, E) . 

Proof. Since L - IX . D) (\ (T • Et) with (X· D) V (T - E') - X • Et , the construction of 

(Durfee Duke 2.13] applies .• 

4.4.2. Proposition. The mixed Hod,e complex DK(X. D, E.) of (4.3.1) and the mixed Hodge 

complex of (4.4.1) are quasi· isomorphic as mixed Hod,e ,",omplexes. 

Proof. Since sK(I~ .• Eft,) is quasi-isomorphic to the complex DK(E •• Eft,) by (3.3.2). the 
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complex of (4.4.1) caD be replaced by K(X. D) • DK(B .• Btf.) / K(X. B'). By the universal 

map pine property of tm. complex and C4.3.Z) and (4.3.3). there is a map of this complex into 

OK(X. D. E.' . This map induces an isolllOrphisa of mixed Hodee structures on cohomolQIfY, and 

hence is a quaai·isomorphiam. • 

5 . .IIm MAUi gSULIS 

5.1. ~ Hodl§ stryctutU 2.D !hi homotoPI if l.iUl. 

The main results of this paper are contained in the followiDa' theorem. The basic idea is 

to use resolution of sjncularities to reduce to the ca.e of a divt.or with normal crossings, which 

has already been treated in Section 4. 

5.1.1. Tbeorem. If L - LtX, V, Z}· is the link of Z in X with Y removed. as in Section 

1. then: 

1. The cohomology groups of L have a unique functorial (real) mixed Hodge structure. 

2. The cup product in cohomology preserves this mixed Hoqe structure. 

3. The mixed HodKe structure on cohomology is the same as the mixed Hodee structure obtained 

by the Mayer-Vietoris construction [Durfee Dukel. 

4. The minimal model and the Lie alee bra model for L have mixed Hodge structures. as 

described in Theorem 3.2.3. In particular. the Malcev Lie aleebra of the fundamental ifOUP of 

X has a mixed Hodge structure, and. when. X is simply connected. the hieher homotopy groups 

of X have a unique functorial mixed Hodee structure. Furthermore, Massey products preserve 

mixed Hodee structure. 

5. Let Z' and W be defined as in Section 1. Then the inclusion map L .... X . Y and 

the correspondence L.... Z . W defined by L ... T - Z' .. Z - W induce maps of mixed Hodee 

structures on cohomololfY. and. when the spaces are simply·connected. on hieher homotopy &rOup8. 
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Proof. Let tr: X -+ X be a resolution of singularities such that D - tr-lIY) is a divisor 

with normal crossings and. E - 1t'-1(Z) consists of components of D. Then 
'" It'(L(X, D, E» -

'" L(X, Y. Z), and It' is a diffeomorphism of these spaces. Now L(X, D, E) has a de Rham 

mixed Hodee complex by (4.3.1). Furthermore. given anY two resolutions. a third one can be 

found which dominates them, and the corresponding maps will induce maps of de Rham mixed 

Hodee complexes. Thus statements (1) and (2) follow from (3.2.2). statement (3' follows from 

(4.4.2). statement (4) follows from (3.2.3) and statement (5) follows from (4.3.2) and 4.3.3). • 

Functorality of the homotopy groups of non-simply connected spaces is more subtle. and will 

not be discussed in this paper. 

5.2. Dualit~. 

In this section we prove that various dualities in the cohomology of a link preserve mixed 

Hodge structure. The proofs are similar to those in the global case [Durfee Euler}. Recall that 

a link L(X. Z). where X has dimension n. has the homotopy type of a compact real 

(2n-1)-manifold. 

5.2.1. Lemma. [f L'" L(X. Z) where X has dimension n. then H2n-1tL} has pure type 

(n.n). 

Proof. By resolution of singularities. we may assume that X is smooth. Choose an open 

neighborhood . T of Z in X such that the boundary of T is smooth. and let L be the 

boundary of T. This can be done by [Durfee Neighborhoodsl. for example. Then 

H2n.1(L) z.: H2n(X _ T. L) z.: H2n(X. Z) z.: H2n(X) . 

These maps preserve mixed Hodge structures by [Durfee Duke 3.21. Furthermore. H2n(X) has 
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pure type (n,n).. 

5.2.2. Theorem. If L - L(X. Z) where X ha dimension n. then Poincar' duality 

Hq(L) .... HZn-q(L) 

is an isomorphism of mixed Hodare structures of type (-n,-n). 

Proof. Since the cup product in H'(L) preserves lDixed Hodee structures •• 0 does the cap 

product. The duality map is cap product with the fundamental homolou cIa .. , which has type 

(-n,-n) .• 

Recall that a mixed Hodare structure on relative cohomolou 8fOUPS' is defined in (3.4.3). and 

that the notion of sublink is defined in Section 1. Next we will prove that a leneral duality 

[Spanier 6,2.17] preserves mixed Hodee structures. 

5.2.3. Theorem. Let ~ C L1 C L be links, where Lz - L{XZ' Zz)' Ll - L(Xl • Zl)' L

L(X, Z) and X has dimension n. Then 

Hq(L • LZ' L • Ll ) ~ H2n•1·QCL1, La) 

is an isomorphism of mixed Hodle structures of type (n,n). 

Proof. Recall that products and mappinl CODes have de Rham mixed Hodle complexes by (3.2.5) 

and (3.4.3), The normal bundle to the diqonal A in txt has a Thom class, which by 

excision gives a class u € H2n. l (LXL, LXI. • A). The class u is the imaee of 1 under the 

Thom isomorphism. and hence has type (n.n). Let 

i: (Ll , L2, X (L-Ll , L-Lz) c.., (txt. txt . A) . 

Duality is provided by the morphism 

HZn.lULIXLZ) X (L·Lz. L.LI )) 8 Hq(L-~, L-Ll ) - HZn'l.q(L1, La) 
defined by (i·u,c)'" i-u/c. The slant product i. dual to the cro •• product. and hence preserves 

mixed Hodle structures (3.2.6'. • 
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The cohomolorY of a link with compact supports has a mixed Hodge structure, and the 

duality theorem with compact supports [Spanier 6.9.10} can be easily reduced to the above 

duality theorem, exactly as in the global case. 

5.2.4. Corollary. If Ll - L(X1, Zl) is a sublink of L - L(X, Z), where X has dimension n, 

then Alexander duality 

Hq(L. L1) -+ H2n_1•qIL - L1) 

is an isomorphism of mixed Hodge structures of type (-n,-n). 
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6. APPLICATIONS 

First we prove the theorem mentioned in the introduction on the vanishinc of cup products. 

6.1. Theorem. Let L be the link of an kolated sineularity of an n..dimensional variety. If 

s,t < nand s+t ~ n, then the cup product 

HSCL;Q)8Ht CL;Q) .. as+t(L:Q) 

vanishes. 

Proof. The arroups Hk(Ll have a mixed Hodare structure which is preserved by cup products. by 

Theorem 5.1.1. In particular. the weilht filtration .atistie. Wk V Wm C Wk+m • for all k.m. 

Now for isolated sinarularitie.. it i.. proved in (Durfe. Duke 3.Sl. or see [Durfee Japanl for an 

elementary proof. that 

WkHk(L) - 0 for k ~ n. and 

WkHk(L) - Hk(T} for k < n. 

It follows that the cup product i. zero .• 

6.2. Theorem. If Y is an al,ebraic curve in C2 with an isolated sinplarity at p and L

L(C2, Y. p) i. the link of p in C2 with Y removed. then HkCL) has pure type (k.k). for 

all k. In particular, L i. a formal .pace. 

Proof. First some notation. Let 

S - L(C2• p) 

K - Ley. p). 
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Then S is the three-sphere. K is an "algebraic link" in S. and (see Section 1) L - S - K is 

the link complement. The group H1(K) has type (l.l). and hence (by the long exact sequence 

of a pair (Durfee Duke 2.7U so does 2 H (S.K). By Alexander duality (5.2.4). this group is 

isomorphic to HI(L). which hence has type (-1.-1). Thus Hl(L) has type (1,1). A similar 

argument applies to H2(L). Finally. HOtL) has type (0.0). and all other groups are zero. 

Formality follows from (3.2.4). • 

6.3. Theorem. There is a simply-connected closed ll·manifold M with the rational cohomology 

of 

that does not have the rational homotopy type of a the link of an isolated singularity of a 

(six-dimensional) variety. 

Proof. It suffices to construct the rational homotopy type of M. for {Sullivan Inf. Theorem 

13.2} then implies that there is a smooth closed ll-manifold realizing this rational homotopy type. 

We obtain the rational homotopy type of M by deforming that of the space N above. 

It follows from [Hain Memoir 2.4. 4.161 that the Lie algebra model of N is 

LN ... (L(X1> X2• YI , V2• XI *. X2*' Vl*' V2*. U. V. Z), 0) 

where deg Xj - 1. dec Yj - 3. deg Xt - 8, deg Vj* - 6. deg U - 4, dec V .. 5, dec Z - 10, 

and liX· - sY· - <sX·* - liV·* - sU - oV - 0 and J J J J 

v 1*1 + lY 2' Y 2 *11- [U. VJ. We now construct a perturbation a ... c I- P of the differential a 
of LN' In order that 0 be a differential. it is necessary and sufficient for p tu be a 

derivation of LN of degree ·1. that p2 - 0 and that lip + pli - 0. [n order that the 

perturbed rational homotopy type (LN, 0) have the same rational cohomology ring as that of 

LN' it is necessary and sufficient that the image of p be in [[LN' LNI. LNI (cf. [Hain Mem 

2.51). Define p by 

pX· - pV· - pV - pZ - 0 J J 
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and 

pXl - - (V. (Xa. XZl1 + (Xl' [VI' Yl ]] 

pX2 - - 2(X2· (Xl· VJ] + (XZ· [Y 2' Y 211 

pU - UX2• XZJ. Xt ) 

PYt - [V J" lXj • Xj11. 

One can easily check that p2 - 0 and p5 + 5p - O. 

A. remarked before. there is • siJllply-connected closed ll-manifold M with the rational 

homotopy type of Lw - (~. a). Denote by Xj. Xj-. Yj. yt. u. v, z the basis of ii-<M; Q) 

dual to the basis Xj , Xt. Yj , Yt, u. v. Z. Accordinc to [Tanre V.7(4)J. the Muaey products 

<Xl' x2' x2> and <Xj' Yj' Yl for j - 1.2 are defined and non-zero. 

Suppose the ~ has a mixed Hod,.e structure and that the mixed. Hodee structure on 

H'(M;Q) satisfies the weieht restrictions liven in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Recall from 

Section 5 that Massey products preserve wei8hts. Since <Xl' Xz. x2> is a non-zero element 

of H5(M) - W 5H5(M), it follows that either Xl or x2 is in W 1J11(M). Suppose Xl £ 

W1H1(M). Since 'Y1 € tr4(M) - W4~(M), it follows that <Xl' Yl' Yl> t: W9H9(M), which is 

zero. This contradicts the fact that <Xl Yl' Yl> is not. zero. Thul Lw cannot have the 

rational homotopy type of the link of an isolated sincu1arity .• 

Actually, [Sullivan Inf. Theorem 13.2] allows one to specify the rational Pontrajacin classes 

of this manifold as well. 
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